2011 Naval Academy Science and Engineering Conference (NASEC)
(updated 4 November 2011 - pm)

**Sunday, 6 November 2011**

1400: Information Meeting at the Hotel (Hospitality Room): Hotel check-in and NASEC Logistics

1700: Depart the hotel for the Naval Academy (via USNA bus; drop off at Alumni Hall turn-around)

1800 - 2000: Dinner (casual) in Dahlgren Hall followed by a Social Event at the USNA Museum

2000: Depart for the Hotel (via USNA bus; pick-up at Alumni Hall turn-around)

**Monday, 7 November 2011**

0630 - 0745: Continental Breakfast at the Hotel

NLT 0800: Depart the Hotel for the Naval Academy (via USNA bus)

0830: Arrive at the Naval Academy (drop-off at Alumni Hall turn-around)

**Session 1: Rickover Hall, Room 102**

0855: Welcome and Opening Remarks: Vice Admiral Michael H. Miller, USN
USNA Superintendent

*Subject Matter Expert Presentations*

0910 - 0950: Energy and Alternative Fuels: Prof. Scott Glenn, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences, Rutgers University

0955 - 1010: Break (light refreshments)

1010 - 1050: Social Robotics: Mr. Alan Schultz, Director, Navy Center for Applied Research in Artificial Intelligence, Naval Research Laboratory

1055 - 1110: “Stretch” Break

1110 - 1150: Social Media and Networks: Prof. Kathleen Carley, Director, Center for Computational Analysis of Social and Organizational Systems, Institute for Software Research at the School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University

1200: Depart for Lunch at the Naval Academy Club (with Midshipman Escorts)
Session 2: Naval Academy Club

1215 - 1400: Working Lunch and Discussion

1400: Depart for first breakout discussions (with Midshipman Escorts)

Session 3: Breakout rooms in USNA academic buildings

1430 - 1630: Research and discussion on selected topics

1630 - 1645: Break (light refreshments) – at Rickover Hall lobby (outside Ri102)

Session 4: Tours of the Naval Academy facilities, laboratories and historical sites

1645 - 1745: Midshipman Escorts will be available

1800: Assemble at the Naval Academy Club for dinner (with Midshipman Escorts)

Session 5: Naval Academy Club

1815 - 2000: Working dinner and continued research and discussion on topics

2000: Depart for the Hotel (via USNA bus; pick-up at Alumni Hall turn-around)

Tuesday, 8 November 2011

0630 - 0745: Continental Breakfast at the Hotel

NLT 0815: Depart the Hotel for the Naval Academy (via USNA bus)

0830: Arrive at the Naval Academy (drop-off at Alumni Hall turn-around)

Session 1: Breakout rooms in USNA academic buildings

0900 - 1045: Continue discussion on topics & select student presenters

1045 - 1100: Break (light refreshments) – at Rickover Hall lobby (outside Ri102)

1100 - 1145: Free time; USNA Midshipman Store ("MidStore") with Midshipman Escorts
(NASEC 2011 badge required for entry.)

1150: View Noon Meal Formation @ Tecumseh Court

Session 2: Lunch in King Hall with the Brigade of Midshipmen

Session 3: Mahan Hall Auditorium

1330 - 1430: Keynote Address: Honorable Shirley Tilghman, Ph.D., President of Princeton University
Session 4: Breakout rooms in USNA academic buildings

1430 - 1515: Final Discussions and Preparation of the Student Presentations

1515 - 1530: Break (light refreshments) – at Rickover Hall lobby (outside Ri102)

Session 5: Laboratories and Classrooms in USNA academic buildings

1530 - 1700: Hands-on/Minds-on Projects (organized by USNA)

NLT 1705: Depart for dinner in the Coppedge Room in Alumni Hall (with Midshipman Escorts)

Session 6: Alumni Hall

1715 - 1900: Working Dinner and Preparation of the Student Presentations

NLT 1915: In seats in Alumni Hall

1930 - 2030: Forrestal Lecture: Major General Charles Bolden, Jr., USMC (ret.)

After lecture: NASEC Reception in the Coppedge Room with Major General Bolden

~ 2100: Depart for the Hotel (via USNA bus; pick-up at Alumni Hall turn-around)

Wednesday, 9 November 2011

0630 - 0740: Continental Breakfast at Hotel followed by check-out. (Luggage: in vehicles or on the bus.)

NLT 0745: Depart the Hotel to the Naval Academy (via bus). (KEEP vehicles parked at the hotel.)

0800: Arrive at the Naval Academy (via USNA bus; drop-off at Alumni Hall turn-around)

Session 1: Classrooms in USNA academic buildings

0800 - 0950: Student Presentations: Energy and Alternative Fuels
Social Robotics
Social Media and Networks

0950 - 1000: Break (light refreshments) – at Rickover Hall lobby (outside Ri102)

Session 2: Rickover Hall, Room 102

Innovation, STEM and the Future

1000 - 1100 Dr. Melur Ramasubramanian, IGERT Program Director
Division of Graduate Education, National Science Foundation

1100 - 1200 Poster Session and Graduate Education Opportunities in STEM
(See “Poster Session Guidance” link on NASEC 2011 homepage.)

1200: Conference adjourns
(Box lunches will be provided. At about 1230, a USNA bus will be available at the Alumni Hall turn-around to take attendees back to the hotel to retrieve their vehicles.)